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Abstract—The out-of-curriculum project team organized by university students has been actively engaged in science promotion activities in local region over 10 years. These activities can provide the students with various Project-Based-Learning experiences and actually work as Active-Learning style education scheme. Although numerical evaluation is difficult, it can be considered that the activities of this student project team exhibit certain educational effects for the student members.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Active involvement of university students in learning has been strongly required worldwide, and the term “active learning” seems to become buzzword. However, enhancing students’ motivation for participation into active-learning style education activities is not easy. When a student group include both highly-motivated members and poorly-motivated members, it is often difficult to realize satisfactory achievement.

The out-of-curriculum student project team “Rika-Kobo”, organized by mainly undergraduate students, has been actively engaged in various activities for over 10 years, mainly for the purpose of promoting interests of children and other generation in local region into science and engineering [1-5]. The activities are warmly welcomed in the local region and their good reputation leads to the fact that the total number of their activities for each year become at around 60-70 recently and will exceed 70 for the Japanese fiscal year 2014.

The most important reason for such successful results is believed to exist in the fact that the activities of this student project team are out-of-curriculum [4]. The student members are involved in the activities not for the purpose of obtaining any credits nor improving their GPA scores, but instead voluntarily involved. In other words, the student members always have high degrees of internal motivation, and thus, the quality of their activities is in general high. Based on such facts, the author proposes that certain merits should be found in out-of-curriculum activities to be performed by university students in terms of educational effects for them.

In this paper, the activities of this student project team is introduced.
Fig.II shows the total number of activities performed by the student project team for each Japanese fiscal year (from April 1 to next year March 31). Please note that the number for year 2014 was counted up to December 31, 2014. This chart clearly indicates significant increase in the number of activities. The total number of the activities to be performed for Japanese fiscal year 2014 is expected to reach 76, which will mark the new high record.

Each of these activities is mainly based upon request from local various organization, including elementary school, junior high school, science museum and other social education facilities, Parent and Teacher Association of local schools, and so on. Significant increasing trend indicates that the activities of the student project team can earn certain good reputations and warmly welcomed in the local regions.

Activities to be performed by the project team can include, for example, the following several categories.

1) Science experience classes in local schools. The student project team has opportunities for performing science experimental classes at several local schools. More specifically, at two of local elementary schools, the project team performs a series of three science experimental classes for the 5th grade and 6th grade over the last 10 years. In addition, at one local junior-high school, the team also performs classes once a year for 7th grade.

2) Science classes at other local educational facilities. Similar science experimental classes are also performed at other local facilities such as a local science museum and children’s houses, as shown in Fig.IV.

3) Participation to various events. The project team is often invited by local organizations to participate in various events both indoors and outdoors. In response to such invitations, science experiment demonstrations as well as science experiment classes are performed under various situations, as shown in Fig.V.

As an example, Fig.III shows some photos of such a science experimental class at the local elementary school. One student acts as a teacher for proving the whole class with general explanation. The other members act as instructors for respective small groups of children and provide explanations and guidance on experimental procedures in detail. The topics of each experimental classes are not directly related to the subject-matters to be taught in science classes of elementary schools, and include spectrum of light, sunset colors, optical communication, air pressure, and electricity. Main purposes of these experimental classes are promotion and enlightenment of children’s interests to various field of science and engineering.
III. EDUCATIONAL EFFECTS OF THE ACTIVITIES

Numerical analysis and/or evaluation of educational effects for the student members of the project teams, to be achieved through their involvement into the activities, are difficult. As the best effort, the author often asks some questions to the student members. Figs. VI shows some of the results obtained in October 2013 [4]. The number of the students who responded was 18. Specifically, several skills/abilities were listed and each of the student members was asked to pick up, among the list, any specific skills/abilities: (1) they thought obtained/improved; and (2) they realized lacking and necessary to obtain/improve, both through participation to the activities. The student members were allowed to make selections without limitation.

These results clearly indicate that the student members thought they obtained or improved certain skills/abilities such as communication skill, collaboration skill, presentation skill, planning skill, as well as problem finding & solving skill. At the same time, they also realized certain skills/abilities were lacking and need to be obtained/improved. Such results were interesting because the activities of the student project team can actually provide the student members with opportunities for their career development.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

A. Favorable Effects of the Out-of-Curriculum Activities

The results shown in the previous section indicate that the activities of this student project team can actually act as a certain scheme for the purpose of student education. Although investigation and analysis in detail have not yet been done, the author believes that one of the important factors of the activities exists in the fact that they are not included in the official university curriculum.

Specifically, the student members are involved in the activities not for intending to obtain credits nor improve their GPA scores, but instead simply based on their own interests. In other words, they are internally motivated. This is effective in the sense that each of them is likely to have the similar levels of motivation. Thus, collaboration effects can be enhanced.

In addition, the student members do not have to worry about their evaluation (scores) through the activities. Thus, they can challenge high-level targets or goals without being afraid of making failures.

It is also beneficial for teachers, because we also do not have to worry about making evaluation of each student member. It is also unnecessary to provide instructions and/or guidance in detail to the student members. They have to think and act by themselves, and further, they are required to analyze the current situations of the activities and make revisions if necessary. In other words, the student members are actually required to be actively involved into the activities. In that sense, the activities can act as a real active-learning type education scheme.

Another beneficial aspect as the out-of-curriculum activities is that the activities are independent from specific majors, grades, or genders. If the activities were included in the official curriculum, then the student members would have been limited within a certain group (such as at the same age/grade or majors). Rather, the actual members have various background, which is effective to cultivate collaboration abilities. Communication among the different grades is also encouraged, and especially for the students in upper grades, some chances for obtaining/improving leadership skills are provided.

B. Other Favorable Aspects of the Specific Activities

Apart from the out-of-curriculum aspect of the activities, their other important aspects are located in the fact that they are performing a large amount of activities in significantly various types in wide ranges, as mentioned earlier. The respective activities have their own specific aims and targets, audience

---

**FIGURE VI. RESPONSES OF STUDENT MEMBERS ABOUT SKILLS/ABILITIES [4]**

These results clearly indicate that the student members thought they obtained or improved certain skills/abilities such as communication skill, collaboration skill, presentation skill, planning skill, as well as problem finding & solving skill. At the same time, they also realized certain skills/abilities were lacking and need to be obtained/improved. Such results were interesting because the activities of the student project team can actually provide the student members with opportunities for their career development.
size, as well as locations. For example, even for the science experimental class with the same topic, it has to be different when it is to be performed at local facilities outside schools from that to be performed within a class room at schools. This is because in the latter case, participant children are often likely to vary in their ages and degrees of their interests.

In order to realize participants’ satisfaction in each case, it is necessary for the student members to make certain adjustments every time so as to realize successful outcomes. Thus, each of their activities provides the student members with actual Project-Based-Learning (PBL) style experiences.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The activities of the out-of-curriculum student project team “Rika-Kobo” has been introduced. This project team organized by university students has been actively engaged in science promotion activities in local region over 10 years, and they perform a large amount of activities in significantly various types in wide ranges.

Certain merits can be found in their out-of-curriculum aspect in terms of achieving certain educational effects for the student members.

Therefore, some emphasis should be placed in out-of-curriculum activities to be performed by student members of a project team as favorable education schemes for the purpose of realizing real active-learning style education through real project-based-learning activities.
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